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Introduction
to the Fund
The Ignite Midwest Fund is a €717,3911 one-year Fund created in
2021 by Rethink Ireland, in partnership with a number of donors
(the Parkes Family, Limerick, Sunflower Foundation, Community
Foundation of Ireland and a number of donors who want to remain
anonymous), and the Department of Rural and Community
Development via the Dormant Accounts Fund.
The Ignite Midwest Fund provided a range of
supports to seven innovative projects. The Fund
supported organisations in the counties of Clare,
Limerick and Tipperary working to tackle poverty,
social exclusion, and inequality. The Ignite
Midwest Fund supported these projects to drive
growth and extend their impact in the Midwest.

Cash Grants
The overall cash grant investment
amounted to €491,761 between August
2021 and August 2022.
Cash grants are a combination of private
philanthropic funding and Government funding
via the Dormant Accounts Fund.

OUR FUND VISION
The vision for the Ignite Midwest Fund was to find
and back innovative projects that tackle poverty,
inequality, or social exclusion in the counties of Clare,
Limerick and Tipperary.

THE RETHINK IRELAND PACKAGE
Through the Ignite Midwest Fund, Rethink Ireland
supported seven Awardees with cash grants and
tailored capacity building supports to suit the needs
of each organisation. Rethink Ireland provided a total
package of supports equal to €561,903.
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Capacity Building supports
Capacity Building supports are aimed at
strengthening the capacity building of organisations
through tailored consultancy support on key
strategic areas and participation in our Accelerator
Programme.

The Ignite Midwest Fund backed seven stellar Awardees. These
organisations came to the Fund at various levels of organisational
maturity and development, but with a proven track record of
enriching the lives of those they work with. While the Fund offered a
range of supports, from cash grants to capacity building supports,
it had a unique impact for each of these organisations. This report
showcases these unique achievements for each organisation and
provides an overview of the capacity building supports provided by
Rethink Ireland which enabled these Awardees to grow and amplify
their impact.
IMPACT OVERVIEW:
—

7 Awardees supported

—

Over 1,997 beneficiaries reached

—

BENEFICIARIES REACHED:
—

Older people (Food4U & The Clare Memories
Project)

245 programmes and classes delivered

—

—

Services delivered in Clare,
Limerick and Tipperary

Prisoners, former prisoners and their families
(Bedford Row Clare)

—

—

Cash grants payment facilitated the
recruitment of both new staff and
increased hours for existing staff
enabling projects to operate and
increase reach.

People experiencing addiction issues (Saoirse
Addiction Treatment Centre)

—

People living with Dementia
(Health & Harmony)

—

Asylum seekers and refugees
(Sanctuary Runners)

—

People with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD Support Ireland)
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A venture philanthropy
approach to scale and impact
At Rethink Ireland, we are committed to supporting the best social
innovations to scale and maximise their impact. We do this by using a
venture philanthropy model which is a funding method that uses the
tools of venture capital investing, alongside grants to support longterm social and environmental impact. Cash grant payments are tied
to a number of targets and goals associated with programme delivery
as well as strategic areas of growth.
CAPACITY BUILDING SUPPORTS:
RETHINK IRELAND’S SUPPORT TO
SCALE AND IMPACT
Our investment focuses on preparing our Awardees
to grow and develop their programmes so that they
can maximise their social impact. Through a series of
capacity building supports provided by consultants
and our Accelerator Programme, we strengthen the
organisational capacity of our Awardees in a number
of strategic areas.
Strategic Planning, Impact Management and
Storytelling were key areas of focus across the year.
The strategic planning supports came at a time of
change due to the pandemic, and this afforded the
opportunity to tailor it to a new and evolving context.
The Ignite Midwest Fund capacity building supports
focused on the following areas:
—

Impact Measurement - A deeper understanding
of social impact and the use of an impact
management framework to capture and
measure impact metrics in a consistent
manner.

—

Strategic Planning - A detailed strategy that
sets out their journey to scale over the next
few years.

—

Storytelling - Powerful storytelling that ensured
their true impact was communicated and
translated into funding opportunities.

—

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion - The strengths
of ED&I and their relation to a successful project.
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—

Well-being - The importance of staff, volunteer
and beneficiary well-being.

—

Governance - A crucial element of any
organisation, good governance was an important
area of focus for Awardees.

Based on Awardees’ feedback, regarding the capacity
building and consultant support, key developments
for Awardees on the Ignite Midwest Fund related to:
—

Development of strategic plans and a Theory of
Change;

—

Strengthening the capacity of the project teams;

—

Identifying strengths and weaknesses to
maximise their impact.

The Ignite Midwest Fund was promoted on 3 radio
slots and 6 newspaper articles, 2 of which have
national reach.

Quote from Saoirse:

“The staff in Saoirse embraced
the process around the strategic
plan, developing the Saoirse Theory of
Change and engaging with the beneficial
stakeholders. The staff are more aware
of the challenges facing Saoirse as an
organisation and are thoroughly bought
into the process.”

CASH GRANT INVESTMENT
The cash grants provided to Awardees had a
meaningful impact for their organisations. For
example:

Quote from the Sanctuary Runners:

“On a national level, and working with
our incredible consultant Vanessa
Barcroft, we were able to devise our first
Strategic Plan. This not only gave us a
clearer, more fact-based, blueprint for
expansion across Ireland but also made
us realise we needed to hire more staff
sooner rather than later. This element of
the project was simply crucial.”

—

The cash grants for Bedford Row Clare and their
Bedford Row Family Project ensured that the
project could continue to operate, as the project
would have ceased without further funding.

—

Cuimhneamh an Chláir were able to hire a project
coordinator, maximising the potential of the
organisation in Clare, and previously they had no
paid staff to support the project.

—

Sanctuary Runners were supported to expand
their network across the Midwest by hiring a
Regional Development Manager, Sikhulekile Ruth
Ndlovu, who was previously a resident of a direct
provision centre in County Clare.

Quote from Bedford Row:

“This funding has a positive impact on
the staff on the ground, the board of
management are now more aware of
the day to day operations of Bedford
Row Clare. We are aware that the
Limerick model is fantastic, we have
now adapted it to rural living making
it a win-win for all parties.”
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Meet Bedford Row Clare Bedford Row Family Project
FUNDING AMOUNT: €93,357
The Bedford Row Family Clare project addresses
the issue of recidivism (repeat crime) and the wider
impact of imprisonment for prisoners and their
families in Clare. They do this by providing emotional
or counselling supports. Other times more practical
requirements exist such as help accessing services
(accommodation, housing, social welfare). They also
provide support to the families of offenders through
play therapy for children and practical support for
the whole family.

THE AIM OF THE IGNITE MIDWEST
FUND INVESTMENT
The main purpose of this funding was to provide staff
to support families impacted by imprisonment, and
to upscale the service into Co. Clare. Their goal was
to prevent/ reduce recidivism within families and
communities and provide a safe space for families
to share their stories.

SCALING BEDFORD ROW CLARE BEDFORD ROW FAMILY PROJECT’S
IMPACT
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—

Changed their style of work and identified the
need for support in rural Clare;

—

Increased their outreach program and met with
people in their homes, family resource centres
etc. Christine, their life coach, was in a position
to meet women in particular, who are isolated in
rural areas;

—

Increased their network in Clare, by visiting the
communities and many other agencies are now
sending referrals to them.

BEDFORD ROW CLARE - BEDFORD
ROW FAMILY PROJECT IMPACT
OVERVIEW
—

Over 200 one-to-one support interventions

—

Over 200 beneficiaries reached

—

120 programmes delivered

—

Conducted advocacy on behalf of clients

—

Supported peopled with limited educational levels
fill in forms with agencies

—

This funding allowed staff members Pat and
Christine to travel to Limerick on a weekly basis
to receive training on their two year ‘Family
Support, Crisis Intervention’ course, increasing
their skills set and enabling them to reach out to
the wider community

*These numbers are based on self-reported data
shared by the Awardee.

“This funding has meant that Bedford Row
Clare still exists and with the workshops we
are in a position to plan for the future, through
restructuring committee groups and creating
an awareness of the service we offer in Clare. It
solidified our service, which changes from family
to family. It allowed us to look to the future, where
in the past we were going day by day.”
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Meet Obair Meals on Wheels
Services - Food4U
FUNDING AMOUNT: €86,182
Obair Meals on Wheels Service (Food4U) addresses
rural isolation experienced by older people through
the means of technology. When Covid hit the country,
Obair’s service and volunteers could not access the
elderly clients because they were cocooning. They
had to find an alternative way to contact them and
obtain their order details. In order to facilitate this
virtual contact, Food4U have developed an app,
empowering 180 elderly clients, aged between 65 and
95 to engage with Meal on Wheels digitally.

THE AIM OF THE IGNITE MIDWEST
FUN INVESTMENT
Obair Meals on Wheels CLG aimed to develop a Meals
on Wheels ordering app that was older-person
friendly. The delivery of the programme also involved
the company training older persons from the age of
65-102 on how to use the app.

FOOD4U – OBAIR MEALS ON WHEELS
SERVICES IMPACT OVERVIEW

SCALING OBAIR MEALS ON WHEELS
SERVICES’S IMPACT FOOD4U

—

3 training programmes for volunteers delivered

—

Food4U App Developed

Due to the grant, Obair Meals on Wheels have
developed a product that will:

—

35 beneficiaries reached with 180 forecast by the
end of 2022

—

Enhance their service;

—

Supported by 40 volunteers

—

Offer greater choice of meals;

—

Greatly expand and scale their delivery service;
and

*These numbers are based on self-reported data
shared by the Awardee.

—

Get older persons digitally connected.

Rethink Ireland support “empowered
Obair staff and volunteers to become
more efficient and confident and put
forward a business plan for extra
funding to the HSE.”
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Meet Saoirse Addiction
Treatment Centre
FUNDING AMOUNT: €93,357
The Saoirse Addiction Treatment Centre addresses
the issue of drug, alcohol and gambling addiction
for adults 18 years and over in Limerick, Clare
and North Tipperary. This is offered through an
outpatient treatment model providing harm
reduction and recovery programmes, family
programmes and individualised addiction counselling
in relation to drugs, alcohol and gambling addiction.
This confidential service is provided free of charge.
Saoirse also supports and advocates on behalf
of clients through their engagements with other
services and referral agencies.

SAOIRSE ADDICTION TREATMENT
CENTRE IMPACT OVERVIEW

THE AIM OF THE IGNITE MIDWEST
FUND INVESTMENT

—

Service delivered to 323 beneficiaries
in 2021

The main purpose of the Ignite Midwest funding was
to fund a full-time counsellor and enable Saoirse to
provide addiction services as there was, and is, ever
increasing demand for the service. The ongoing
funding and resourcing of Saoirse is a primary
purpose of the board and management of Saoirse.

—

Service delivered to 206 beneficiaries
so far in 2022

—

Provision of a telephone addiction counselling
service

—

Development of a comprehensive
communications policy

—

Strategic roadmap for the next
3 years

SCALING SAOIRSE ADDICTION
TREATMENT CENTRE – SAOIRSE
ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTRE’S
IMPACT
—

Promotion of their part-time counsellor to a
full-time counsellor;

—

Increased demand for their services;

—

Meeting the increased demand with the extra
resource of the full-time counsellor.

*These numbers are based on self-reported data
shared by the Awardee.

“The supports Saoirse received from
Rethink Ireland were excellent. The
training and support received, which
enabled Saoirse to develop its capacity
as an organisation, was excellent
throughout the process. The consultant
appointed to Saoirse to support us
through the strategic plan development
was an excellent mentor and very
experienced and insightful. “
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Meet The Clare Memories Project
– Cuimhneamh an Chlair
FUNDING AMOUNT: €86,182

Cuimhneamh an Chláir addresses the
disempowerment and the marginalisation of older
people in Co. Clare. They do this by gathering oral
histories of older people, preserving them in a
publicly accessible audio archive and presenting
these stories to the broader community. Throughout
the pandemic, older people have been seen
as vulnerable and passive recipients of care.
Cuimhneamh an Chláir oral histories counter that
perception and give a true picture of older people as
having agency in their lives by collecting and sharing
their stories.
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THE AIM OF THE IGNITE MIDWEST
FUND INVESTMENT
The purpose of the Ignite Midwest funding was to
hire a project coordinator to lead on strategic and
operational planning and to improve the quality of
training delivered to volunteers.

SCALING THE CLARE MEMORIES
PROJECT CUIMHNEAMH AN
CHLAIR’S IMPACT

THE CLARE MEMORIES PROJECT
CUIMHNEAMH AN CHLAIR IMPACT OVERVIEW

—

An operational plan for Arts / Education /
Heritage Activities is currently being delivered;

—

Online presentations of the CaC archive with
international audiences;

—

New volunteers were recruited and managed
which added new skillsets to the organisation;

—

A programme of Reminiscence Circles with Clare
Day Care Centres was developed;

—

Volunteer training programme were developed;

—

—

Day-to-day running of the organisation was
strengthened by having a staff member on board.

A series of online ‘Listening Rooms’ for induction
of volunteers were developed;

—

Pilot film project with secondary-school
transition year students was conducted –
recordings of elders of their communities;

—

Collaborative activities with community
organisations, Heritage Farms etc. were
conducted to present at events with similar
target audiences (BurrenBeo, St Tolas Goat Farm);

—

Collaborative activities with statutory bodies
(Clare Heritage Office of Clare Co. Co.) on their
Holy Wells documentation project.;

—

The creation of a CaC podcast;

—

A training programme was initiated;

—

A new website is currently being developed,
part-funded by the Rethink Ireland cash grant.

“I have just heard my granny on Spotify!
Amazing! All of these stories on your podcast
are lovely to have and so interesting. It was
fabulous for us to hear her voice again as she
recently passed away.”
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Meet The Sanctuary Runners The Sanctuary Runners Project
FUNDING AMOUNT: €74,757**.

THE AIM OF THE IGNITE MIDWEST
FUND INVESTMENT

The Sanctuary Runners was established in Cork
in February 2018 by former feature writer and
broadcaster Graham Clifford. This particular project
uses running, jogging and walking to bring together
asylum seekers and refugees with those in the
local community in Tipperary, Clare and Limerick.
The focus on solidarity and proactive communal
activities helps to bridge the gaps which exist within
communities, while promoting health and wellbeing.
And all is done with the Sanctuary Runners’ three
guiding principles to the forefront - Solidarity,
Friendship and Respect.

To help develop and grow the Sanctuary Runners’
model in the Midwest region and across Ireland. By
creating new groups and identifying their strengths
and weaknesses, they hoped the impact would be a
stronger and more dynamic organisation which would
assist all in the communities that have Sanctuary
Runner groups – including and especially the Midwest.
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SCALING THE SANCTUARY RUNNERS – THE SANCTUARY RUNNERS –
THE SANCTUARY RUNNERS
THE SANCTUARY RUNNERS PROJECT
PROJECT’S IMPACT
IMPACT OVERVIEW
—

—
—

—

Appointment of a Regional Development Officer,
showing a commitment to developing the
organisation in the Midwest;
Developed a plan for recruitment within Direct
Provision centres in Limerick and Clare;
With the support of the Rethink Ireland funding
Sanctuary Runners were able to get our team to
the start line of the Great Limerick Run;
Funding also enabled the creation of a new
Sanctuary Runners group in Borrisokane in
Tipperary.

—

4 new running groups across Limerick,
Clare and Tipperary

—

Sanctuary Runners now exceed
7,000 members nationally

—

300 beneficiaries participated in the region

—

Supported by 4,000 volunteers

—

The first Midwest Regional Development Officer
was hired, starting new running groups and
recruiting for Monday night runs in Limerick

*These numbers are based on self-reported data
shared by the Awardee.
** an additional grant of €7,500 was awarded to
this organisation via the Innovator Circle Grant.

“As a small, but growing,
organisation we are very
conscious of every cent
we spend. This funding
allowed us a little more
freedom to arrange logistics
and help grow our numbers
and groups in the Midwest.
Working with our consultant
Vanessa Barcroft we
grew to understand the need
for a structured evolution.”
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Meet COPD Ireland - SingStrong: Singing
for better health with chronic lung disease
FUNDING AMOUNT: €58,352
In Ireland, it is estimated that approximately half
a million people suffer from Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD). The COPD Support
Ireland SingStrong project improves physical and
psychosocial health for communities with chronic
respiratory diseases, including COPD, asthma,
Pulmonary Fibrosis, lung cancer and Long-Covid
across Ireland. They do this by providing groupbased breathing and singing interventions as well
as educational sessions and informal break-out
rooms to improve members’ respiratory health and
address loneliness, anxiety and isolation. This project
will facilitate the roll out of services across the
Midwest region.

THE AIM OF THE IGNITE MIDWEST
FUND INVESTMENT
The purpose of the Ignite Midwest funding was to
train a network of SingStrong leaders, hire a part
time administrator, sustain online classes and fund
in person classes for our newly trained leaders and
to hold an annual SingStrong conference/concert in
University of Limerick.

“I can do so much more since
I started singing! My breathing
is 100% better. I can go places with
confidence now and without the fear of
not being able to control my breathing.
The limits I would have set myself are
gone. I can handle breathlessness now,
in a more calm and controlled way”
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SCALING SINGSTRONG: SINGING
FOR BETTER HEALTH IN CHRONIC
LUNG DISEASE – COPD SUPPORT
IRELAND’S IMPACT
—

Successfully trained 7 new SingStrong leaders,
2 of whom have commenced delivering in-person
classes;

—

Hired a part time administrator who streamlined
the administrative processes of the SingStrong
programme and laid the framework for backoffice support;

—

Funded 4 new in person SingStrong groups in the
Midwest, Dublin and Wexford.

SINGSTRONG: SINGING FOR BETTER
HEALTH IN CHRONIC LUNG DISEASE
– COPD SUPPORT IRELAND IMPACT
OVERVIEW
—

115 online classes delivered

—

10 in-person classes delivered

—

Services delivered to 133 beneficiaries

—

Two more newly trained vocal coaches have
delivered in-person SingStrong classes and will
begin delivering the in-person classes from
September.

Meet National Concert Hall (NCH)
- Health & Harmony
FUNDING AMOUNT: €58,357
The National Concert Hall’s Health & Harmony
programme addresses the increased isolation and
quality of life challenges that people living with
dementia across Ireland experience. The Health
& Harmony programme provides connectivity,
creativity and stimulation to people living with
dementia, their carers and families through live
music performances. The highly trained musicians
visit dementia day and respite care centres twice per
month over a 10-month period to perform popular
tunes and invite participants to sing along, dance or
just sit back with a cup of tea and enjoy the music.

NATIONAL CONCERT HALL (NCH) –
HEALTH & HARMONY IMPACT
OVERVIEW
—

Delivered services to 800 beneficiaries

—

Commenced 1 10-month (20 visit) programme
in each of 5 centres

—

Facilitator recruitment and training.

THE AIM OF THE IGNITE MIDWEST
FUND INVESTMENT
The purpose of the Ignite Midwest funding was
to scale-up the Health & Harmony programme to
increase the number of centres in the Midwest
region and to deliver a programme of 10-month
participative, live music performances to the clients
of these centres. To achieve this, the funding was
also to provide for the recruitment and training of an
expanded team of musician-facilitators to deliver the
programme, and to conduct a programme evaluation
to support and develop the project.

SCALING NATIONAL CONCERT HALL
(NCH) – HEALTH & HARMONY’S
IMPACT
—

Successfully engaged and onboarded
5 centres in Tipperary, Clare and Limerick;

—

Recruited and trained expanded team of
musician-facilitators;

—

Commenced Health & Harmony delivery
in the centres.

“I had a wonderful visit today to the
Golden Years Day Care Centre. We had
two lovely gentlemen sing today. Jim
and Denis. Everybody sang along to all
the songs and seemed to really enjoy
the performance. I had some requests
from the patients for my next visit.”
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Conclusion
Each of the Ignite Midwest Fund Awardees have achieved significant growth in
their programmes over the course of their participation on the Fund. Although
they work with different cohorts and apply different approaches to achieve
impact, all of them have been successful in improving outcomes for people
across Ireland’s Midwest Region. In some cases, like Cuimneamh an Chláir,
funding allowed them to hire their first ever staff member. And for Bedford Row,
support from the Ignite Midwest Fund means they can keep providing essential
support to families impacted by imprisonment. The Ignite Midwest Fund has
made significant impact on its Awardee organisations, and by extension, their
beneficiaries across Ireland’s Midwest.

THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS

“We want to thank the donors to this strategic
regional fund. Thank you to the Parkes
Family Limerick, Sunflower Foundation and
the anonymous donors to this fund and to
the Government for their support. With your
leadership and willingness to support these
projects, they will scale and grow. It is a great
example of the venture philanthropy model
in action. The impact achieved has been
phenomenal and we look forward to seeing
what else these awardees can achieve.”
	Deirdre Mortell,
CEO Rethink Ireland

“We are delighted to showcase the impact of
the Ignite Midwest Fund. This fund highlights
the power of philanthropy, team work and
social innovation and the power of the
regions. As a result of our regional based
funds we have set a blueprint moving
forward in place-based giving.”
	Pádraic Vallely,
Senior Philanthropy and Development Manager

“The Parkes family are so pleased with
our various donations to Irish charities
under the management of an excellent
team at Rethink Ireland, that the Ignite Fund
is now enhanced plus replaced with the larger
new fund Impact Fund Munster"
Parkes Family, Limerick,
Donor
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